Contrastingly, BGS was not significantly related to winter temperature (T winter is the mean temperature of December, January, and February), and the relationship was either positive or negative (Table 1) . As shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1 , the positive BGS-T winter relationship was statistically resulted from the delay in BGS and increase in T winter from 1998 to 2003 when there was decreasing T spring . In Yu et al.
(1), because T winter was relatively stable for the subperiod before 1998 (P > 0.87 in both linear regression between T winter and year order), the positive BGS-T winter relationship from 1982 to 2006 might be mainly caused by the evident delay in BGS (figure 3 in ref. 1) and the sharp increase in T winter (0.304°C/y for steppe and 0.321°C/y for meadow; both P < 0.04) during the subperiod 1998-2006. Thus, the positive BGS-T winter relationship was observed only when BGS was delayed under decreasing T spring and increasing T winter . Therefore, the effect of winter warming on the spring phenology does not follow a simple correlation and should not be extrapolated based on the currently limited evidence; further analysis using a dataset for a longer period is needed to address this effect. 
